3i2   A SHORT HISTORY OF THE BRITISH ARMY
The great conjoint Allied offensive began on July ist, after
a prolonged bombardment which, heavy as it was, failed to
demolish all the hostile defences on the chosen front of attack
and entirely precluded our chances of effecting surprise. The
area of battle, on the chalky uplands astride the Somme west of
Bapaume and Peronne, which formed the first objectives of
the hoped-for break through, was selected less for its tactical
suitability than because it lay at the junction of the two Allied
armies ; 'the Germans' defences were strong and they had all
the advantages of natural position. Our faulty tactical arrange-
ments for the initial attack, and the lack of experience of troops
and commanders, also militated against our chances of success.
On the left wing north of the Ancre, despite a display of
dash and courage unquenched by devastating losses, amounting
in some units to as much as 75 per cent., no permanent lodgment
could be effected in the strong, firmly-held hostile positions,
and by the end of the day the British were all back in their own
trenches and incapable of further effort. To the south of the
Ancre more ground was gained and held, and the.continuance
of the assault during the next few days completed the capture
of the whole of the enemy's first position as far as the foot of
the main Thiepval—Bazentin—Ginchy ridge, along which ran
his second line. On our right the French, too, had made good
progress at a greater speed and a cost considerably less than
ours, which on the first day alone had totalled close on 60,000
casualties—the flower of the finest manhood of Britain.
All through the ensuing weeks the great battle raged almost
without pause. A large scale night attack on July I4th heralded
another long struggle for the enemy second position on the
main ridge, which was the scene of bitter to and fro fighting for
days together. By the end of July the attackers were firmly
established on the central part of the ridge, but it was not till
mid-September that it was fully cleared of the stubborn and
pertinacious enemy by the capture of Pozieres on the west and
Ginchy on the east; Thiepval, on the Ancre slopes, was still
to hold out for some weeks yet. These six weeks were marked
by a series of attacks and counter-attacks which decimated and
exhausted the combatants, but impaired the will of neither to
fight on. All this while the French to the south had continued
their steady advance against an increasingly hardening resistance,
and finally crowned the heights overlooking Peronne.
The attack on the northern slopes of the ridge on September
15th saw the debut of a new engine of war—the tank. Ever
since December, 1914, the possibility of utilising some form of
armoured cross-country vehicle for the assault of trenches had
been under discussion, but it took many months to design a

